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press-a

his book explores the processes and issues
involved in preparing color publications
for reproduction on a commercialprinting
set of tasks known as the prepress process.

Until recently, most prepress tasks-such as scanning
color photographs, trapping, imposition,color correction, and generating color separation-were performed exclusivelyby skilled specialistsworking
manuallyor on expensive proprietary systems. Now,
many prepress tasks can be accomplished on the
desktop.
The flexibility and direct control offered by this new
technology have blurred the traditional roles of designer and prepress professional. Designers who have
the knowledge and the equipment can do their own
prepress work The prepress industry has changed to
support the new requirements of the desktop pub-

lisher. Commercialprint shops have imagesetters to
produce tilm separations and offer high-fidelitycolor
and direct digital printing to distinguish themselves
from other serviceproviders. Servicebureaus offering
high-resolution scanning and electronicprepress now
offer one-stop shoppingfor less complexprinting.
Managing these changing relationships requires a
knowledge ofthe printing process and the decisions
that must be made to produce output of professional
quality. This book discusses the processes and issues
involved in preparing electronic files for commercial
printing. It also gives you information to help you decide when to perform a prepress task, and when to
leave that task in the hands of a prepress professional.

hen you create a multi-color publication,
you want the colors in the final printed
piece to match your expectationsas
closely as possible. To accomplishthis, you need three
things: a clear understanding of color and how it's
displayed and printed on different devices, knowledge
of the commercialprinting process, and close communication with your commercialprinter.
This chapter presents fundamentalcolor and printing
concepts, definesprinting terminology, and introduces
new technologies. We also recommend browsing in

your locallibrary,bookstore, or graphic arts supply
store for books on graphic arts and commercialprinting. The more you know about printing color, the
better you can prepare your publication.

THE PROPERTIES OF COLOR
Objects appear to be certain colors because of their
abilityto reflect, absorb, or transmit light, which we
perceive as color. Our eyes are sensitive enough to
perceive thousands of different colors in the spectrum
of visible light-including many colors that cannot be
displayed on a color monitor or printed on a commercial printing press.
We describe color in terms of three characteristicshue, value, and saturation.Hue is the wavelength of
light reflected from or transmitted through an object.

Understandinghow different factors influence color
perception and what factors determineprinted colors
will help you manage printing results.
Every device used to create a color publication-be it
a scanner, color monitor, color desktop printer, or
commercialprinting press-reproduces a different
range of color. Even similar devices, such as two
monitors made by the same manufacturer,can show
the same color differently. You can view many more
colors on your monitor than you can print on a desk-

desktop printers and commercial presses. As colors
move from the computer screen to the printing press,
don't exactlymatch the same
lications to be printed on a
g press, think in terms of what can
ink on paper and not what you

PRINTING TERMINOLOGY

Continuous-tone art

An original photograph, drawing, or painting is called
continuous-tone art. If you look closely at continuoustone art, you will see that it consists of shades of gray
or color that blend smoothly. Scanned images that
contain a range of color tones are called continuoustone images.

Halftone screens

To reproduce continuous-toneimages and process
colors on a commercial printing press, the image or
color must be broken into a series of dots of various
sizes and colors, called a halfone screen. Black dots are
used to re-create black-and-white images. Cyan, magenta, yellow, and black dots are printed at different
screen angles to re-create color images on the press.
The four colored dots form a rosette pattern when
correctly registered.

-

- - -

Halfone screen with black ink

When printed, small halftone dots make up lighter
areas of an image while larger halftone dots make up
dark or color saturated areas.

Halftone screens with p r o m nks atdifermt
screen angles;mrrect1y r @ t d dotsfinn rosettes

Spot colors and tints

Spot colors are printed with premixed inks on a printing press. (You can choose from among hundreds of
different spot-color inks.) Each spot color is reproduced using a single printing plate.
A spot color printed at 100%is a solid color and has
no dot pattern. A tint is a lightened spot or process

color and is created by printing smaller halftone dots
of the base color. This is also called screeningthe color.
For more information on spot colors, see pages 40-42.

100% spot
80% screen

60% screen

40% screen
20% screen

Process colors

Process colors are reproducedby printing overlapping dots (halftonescreens) of cyan, magenta, and
yellow (CMY) inks to simulate a large number of
differentcolors. Since CMY inksare translucent, they
absorb some colors and reflect others. To create blue,
for example, you combine cyan dots and magenta
dots. Your eyes merge the cyan and magenta dots to
perceive the color blue.
You could, in theory, mix 100%of cyan, magenta,
and yellow to create black. However, you never print
100%of these inks for two reasons First, inkpigments
are imperfect and printing this combination of cyan,
magenta, and yellow createsa muddy brown color
instead of a sharp black In addition, printing too
much ink on a particular area of a page can oversaturate that area, causing the quality of the printing to
deteriorate. To achieve fine detail and strong shadows
in print, printers use black ink (K)along with cyan,
magenta, and yellow inks. For more information on
process colors, see pages 40-41 and 43.

Magenta

Magenta

PRINTING TERMINOLOGY

Separations

To print color art on a commercialprinting press, you
first separate the page containingthe composite art
into its component colors by producing a film separation for each ink-cyan, magenta, yellow, black, and
any spot colors-needed to print the colors in your
publication. (Spot-colorseparations are also called
spot-color overlays.) A commercialprinter uses these
film separations to create the printing plates used on
the press. The process of producing film or paper on a
high-resolution imagesetteris known as imaging.

Undercolor removal and gray-component replacement

Using black ink in process-color production solves a
particular printing problem-that 100%of the three
CMY inks does not produce a true black. However,
adding black ink can cause other problems, such as
too much ink on the page. To avoid this,printers use
undercolor removal (UCR) and gray-component
replacement (GCR). These techniques replace
amountsof cyan,magenta, and yellow inks with black
ink UCR is used primarily to deepen shadow areas
and neutral colors in images; GCR replaces all neutral
color areas with an appropriate amount of black,
using only the minimumamount of cyan, magenta,
and yellow inks.
An image-editingprogram, such as Adobe
Photoshop*,can adjust UCR and GCR settings of
scanned images.
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Knocking out and overprinting

When imaging color separations for a document
with overlapping colors, the top object knocks out the
colors on the other separations by default. In other
words, the top object prints and any color behind it
does not print, so that when the printed piece is
produced, the inks used to create the top object
print directlyon the printing medium.
on top
specify
of (overprint)
colors andany
individual
elements
objects
behind
tothem.
print
You can
Typically, you want colored objectsto knock out
when the overlappinginks would blend to create
undesired colors. However, overprintingcan be used
to create special effects against background colors or
as a techniqueto prevent small gaps from appearing
between colors or objects due to press rnisregistration.
For more information on the uses of overprinting, see
pages 4647.
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Knockout

Overprint

Misregimation with no trap

MisregistraFMn with trap

Trapping

To create the results you want, a commercialprinter
must print inksin register-that is, exactly aligned
with each other. If one or more inksprint out of register, you may see gaps between color objects, or places
where a process ink stands out rather than blends with
the other inks to simulate a color. To minimize the
effects of misregistration, commercialprinters developed trapping, a technique in which adjacent colors
slightly overprint along common edges. See pages
48-51 for more information on trapping.

COMPUTER GRAPHICS

Vector graphics

Vectorgraphics, also called object-oriented graphics, are
made up of mathematicallydefined curves and line
segmentscalled vectors. You can edit the graphic by
moving and resizing the entire graphic or the lines
and segments that compose the graphic.
Vector graphics are resolution-independent;they
can be displayed or printed at any resolution that a
monitor or printer is capable of.

I

Vectorgraphics h & b e shapes mathematically.
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Bitmap images

Bitmap images are formed by a rectangular grid of
small squares,known as pixels. Each pixel contains
data that describes whether it is black, white, or a level
of color. The amount of color information in a bitmap image determines its tile size. A 24-bit color
image is much larger than the same image saved as
an $-bit color image.
Unlike vector graphicswhich are edited by altering
lines and shapes, bitmap images are edited by manipulatinggroupsof pixels.
Bitmap images are resolution-dependent; they can
appear jagged and lose detail if they are created at a
low resolution and then enlarged or printed at a
higher resolution.

Bitmap images describe shapes with pixels.

COMMON PRINTING PROBLEMS

MoirO patterns

When process-color separations are printed, the rows
of dots (halftonescreens) for each process ink are
positioned at a specific angle so that the ink dots form
a pattern that isn't distracting to the human eye. For
the best results, the screensare positioned so that the
dots form a symmetricalpattern, called a rosette
pattern, which the human eye merges into continuous-tone color.

1
Moire' p m

If a process ink prints at an incorrect angle, or if the
paper shifts as it passes through the printing press, the
rosette pattern does not print correctly. Instead, a
moirkpattm appears, which disrupts the perception
of smooth color gradations.

Misregistration

H

Paper sometimes stretches and shifts as it absorbs
moisture and is pulled through a press. Printing plates
can also stretch or be misaligned. These factors can
cause multicolorjobs to print out of register, resulting
in slight gaps or hue shiftsbetween overlappingcolors.
Trappingand overprintingcan help you compensate
for misregistration.

Dot gain

Many variable*fiom the photomechanical processes used to produce separations, to the paper type
and press used--affect the size of printed dots. Typically, dots increase in size as wet ink spreads as it is absorbed by the paper. Dots may also increasein size as
negatives from different sources are duplicated to
produce the final film. If too much dot gain occurs,
images and colors print darker than specified.
Halftone dots in a color proof:

Halftone dots afer printing.

BITMAP IMAGE AND OUTPUT RESOLUTION
Resolution is the number of dots availableto represent
graphic detail in a given area: on a computer screen,
it's the number of dots or pixels per linear inch (ppi);
on an output device, it's the number of dots printed
in a linear inch (dpi);on a scanner, it's the number of
pixels sampled per linear inch of the scanned image.
The resolution of an output device iduences both
the clarity of detail and the tonal range that can be
reproduced from bitmap images.

=
Image resolution: 7 2 p p i

A pixel is the smallest distinct unit

Image resolution:300 ppi
Output resolution: 2400 dpi
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SCREEN RULING
Screen ruling, also known as screenfrequency or half
tonefrequency, refers to the number of rows or lines of
dots used to render an image on film or paper. Screen
ruling is measured in lines per inch (lpi).The relationship between the output resolution (dpi) and the
screen ruling (lpi) determines how fine or coarse a
bitmap image appears on the printed output.
The screen ruling used to image film for a job depends
on the resolution of the imagesetter, and the paper
stock and type of press used to print the publication.
A newspaper is commonly printed using a low screen
ruling of 85 lpi because of newsprint's high absorbency
of ink and the high speed of the press. A higher screen
ruling would saturate the newsprint with ink and
make the images look muddy. A four-color magazine
printed on coated paper might use a screen ruling of
133 lpi. A lower screen ruling would make images
appear coarse and less detailed.
Screen ruling also determines the sue of a halftone
cell, which in turn dictates the maximum sue of a
halftone dot. The halftone dot is made up of printer
dots; printer resolution determines the number of
dots availableto create the halftone dot. The relationship between screen ruling and printer resolution
determines the tonal range that canbe printed. As the
screen ruling increases, the size of the halftone cell
decreases; fewer printer dots are used to create the
halftone dot, so fewer shades can be represented.
To calculate how many levels of gray are available at a
particular screen ruling and output resolution, use the
formula shown on this page. The maximum number
of grays that most output devices can produce is 256.
The levels of gray availablealso influence the smoothness ofblends. For more information on blends, see
the Ahbe Illustrator User Guide.
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The lower the screen d i n g the larger the halftone c e k Ne
higher the screen ruling, the smaller the halfrone c&.
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Increasing the w e e n ruling creates smaller halftone dots and adds
detail to the image, although it reduces the number ofgrays.

EMERGING PRINTING TECHNOLOGIES

Frequency modulation screening

Traditionalhalftone screeninguses the size of the dot
to convey shading: larger dots for darker shades,
smaller dots for lighter shades. Frequency modulation
(FM) screening, also called stochasticscreening, renders the different shades of an image by controlliig
the number of dots in each area-more dots produce
a darker area, fewer dots produce lighter areas. To use
PM screening,you need special software or an
imagesetterraster image processor (RIP) that supports FM screening.
FM screeninghas several advantages over traditional
screening. Because there is no regular dot pattern in
FM screening, moire patterns that appear when
screensare misaligned cannot occur. FM screening
also uses smaller dots, so printed images may display
more detail and subtle gradations of color. Some
disadvantages of FM screeninginclude solid colors
appearing blotchy, and text and vector art looking
fuzzy where they overlap screened colors.

High-fidelity color printing

High-fidelitycolor printing uses additionalprocess
inks to reproduce more of the color spectrum. For
example, a magazine printed with high-fidelity color
might use orange and green inks in addition to cyan,
magenta, yellow, and black This would increase the
gamut of printed colorsby about 20%. High-fidelity
color can be printed with five or more inks on existing
printing presses. Some solutionstake advantage of
FM screeningtechniques.
High-fidelitycolor is relatively new and is not yet
widely available. Several high-fidelitycolor solutions
have been developed, including the PANTONE'
Hexachrome system. Adobe" PageMaker*supports
high-fidelitycolor through the Kodak Precision Color 1
Management System.

I

Color management systems

A color management system (CMS) is softwarethat
interprets color between various devices, such as
scanners, color monitors, and printers. It can be integrated into an application or the operatingsystem.
Using device profiles, a CMS maps colors from the
color gamut of one device into a device-independent
color model, and then maps the colors into the color
gamut of another device. This mapping allows an
application using a CMS to correctly display and print
colors from different devices.
The smaller the color gamut a device can produce, the
more important it is to reconcile gamut differences
between devices. A CMS maps colors from a device
with a large color gamut, like a monitor, to a device
with a smaller color gamut, like a desktop color
printer, to ensure that all colors on the monitor represent colors that the output device can reproduce. For
more information, see "Color Management Systems"
on page 56.

Direct-digital printing

In direct-digital printing, presses are connected to
workstations that create Postscript' files from digital
files, screen bitmap images, and send the files to the
press. The presses do not require film or, in some
cases, printing plates. Some direct-digital presses
transfer digital information onto electrophotographic
cylinders instead of plates and use toner to print fourcolor pages. Other presses send the digitized pages
directlyto special plates mounted on the press.
Direct-digital printing produces fast turnaround
times, low production costs, and the ability to easily
personalize publications. It is often used for ondemand or short-run color printing, where only a
small number of copies are printed.

Web-style direct-digital press

OFFSET LITHOGRAPHY
You can choose from several different proc
print a publication: flexography, gravure, scree]
printing, and offset lithography are the most common.
The method you choose depends on your budget,
your choice of a commercial printer, and the printed
results you want. Because offset lithography is the
most popular printing process, we use it here to
explain the basics of commercial printing.
Unlike other types of printing, offset lithography
involves printing &om a flat surface. It works on the
principle that oil and water do not mix-not because
the irnage&ea is raised (as in flexography) or etched
(as in gravure). The printing plate holds ink because
the image area is treated so that it is receptive to oil-

Platemaking

Using a photographic
process, a printer exposes

ing, a&lm*lops
the
p l a t e . r m 3 w area of 1
the pla-ow
a readable
positive-is coated with a
chemical thitt attracts ink
but repels water. The nonimage area is coated so
that it attracts water and
repels ink.

Wetting
The plate is mounted on a
rotating cylinder. When the
press starts, the plate comes
into contact with water
.. -L rollers first. Dampening so,'lution (water plus additives)
-. flows constantly from a
, ' traylike fountain through a
,,. series of rollers t o the plate
cylinder. The last water
roller wets the entire printing plate, except where the
plate has been treated to
resist water.

lH,mli
#
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Inking

Offsetting

Printing

Next, the ink roller applies
oil-based ink t o the plate.
Thick, greasy ink flows
from another fountain
through a series of vibrating rollers, which distribute
the ink thinly and evenly.
When the last ink roller
contacts the wet printing
plate, it smoothly distributes ink across the waterresistant image area.

The final roller is a rubber
blanket, which is pressed
against the printing plate
and carries away a reversed
inked image (the offsetting
step). The rubber blanket
has some flexibility and
gives slightly when pressed
against paper, so the image
can transfer evenly t o both
smooth and textured paper.

In the last step, the paperin individual sheets (sheetfed) or on a continuous roll
(web-fedj p a s s e s between
the rubber blanket and an
impression cylinder. The
inked blanket cylinder with
its reversed image presses
against the paper, printing
the positive image.

OTHER PRINTING PROCESSES

Flexography

Flexographyuses a raised-image plate made of flexible
rubber or photopolymer which prints directly onto a
surface. The flexible plate makes it possible to print o a
irregular surfaces such as coffee mugs, aluminum
cans, or corrugated cardboard

I
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Gravure

Gravure printing uses an etched copper cylinder or
wraparound plate where the surface of the cylinder
represents the non-printing areas. The plate rotates in
a bath of ink and the inkis retained in the etched wells
of the plate. There are three types of gravure printing:
conventional, variable area-variable depth, and direct
transfer. Conventional gravure is often used for shortrun, high-quality printing. It is the process that is
illustrated here. Variable area-variabledepth gravure
is an excellent process for reproducing newspaper
supplements, magazines, and mail-order catalogs.
Direct transfer gravure is used mainly for packaging.

I
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Screen printing

Screen printing is the relatively simple method of
forcing ink through a screen stencil and onto a
printable surface. It can be used to reproduce a few
colors, or continuous-toneart. Because screen printing lays down the ink up to 30 times thicker than
lithography, the color is more dense and durable than
other printing processes. Commercial screen printing
uses photographic stencils to transfer designs onto
almost any printable surface, includingposters,
clothing, compact discs, and bottles.

Thermography

Thermographyis a finishing process that uses special
non-drying inks on offset presses. After the ink is
placed onto the printing surface, it is dusted with a
powder. The surface then passes under a heater,
which fuses the ink and the powdered compound
causingthese areas to swell. The printing swells or
raises in relief to produce an engraved effect. This
process is used to create business cards, stationery,
invitations, and greeting cards.

Finalproduct with
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IMPOSITION AND BINDING

I W M is the process of arrangingthe pages of a
publication so that when the sheetsare printed and
folded for binding, the pages will be in the proper sequence.individualpages are arranged on a large sheet
d i e d afig whichis used to produce plates for the
p r M q process. Each plate prints a singleform, or
imprdoa, of the imposed pages. Two forms are
printed back to back on a press sheet that is folded
into a signamre.The signatureis bound with others, if
necessary, and trimmed 'to create a publication.
Imposition mapbe done manually or electronically.
M d hnpmition k a labor-intensive process where
dpiecesd h separationsare precisely arranged
and taped,or stripped, onto flats. Electronic imposi-. .
tion requites sohare, such as AdobegPresswise*, :.
thatarrangesthe digital document into the proper :.Ic'formation.

Binding is the process of gathering folded signatures

Inserted signatures
-

Saddle-stitch binding

u&g one of several methods. In saddle-stitch binding, signatures are gathered to form a common spine
,
7 '41,
-and thenstitched with staples. Perfect binding in- , . .h
volves gathering group of signatures, grinding the - :' ' ) .
bound edge, and gluingthe signatures at the spine ,$ . ,
,
into a om-piece paper cover.
f#,,;',
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When signatures w collated and folddfor saddle-
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stitcb binding, the inner pages may project outward

slightly. The printed area moves slightlywith respect
to other pages. The more pages there are in a book the
farther out the pages dokst to the center of the book
m e with respect to the other pages. This phenomenon is hown as creep or shingling. If creep is not
compensated for during imposition, graphics and text
in a multiple-page publication will appear to move
away from the guttar--where pages meet at the binding-in the first half of the book and toward the gutter in the second half of the book.
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PerfRctbinding

Trimming
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touch, a vellum overlaywas printed and placed with
the catalog, and they were bound with a foil stampembossedband.
At the end of each chapter of this book, we examine
some of the key decisionsMirelez made while creat-

4.

g this award-winning publication.

very commercial printing job requires that
you consider a complex set of variables
ranging from what your budget and schedule allow to how the paper stock and printing press
affect your final output. The earlier you think about
these variables, the more control you'll have over the
quality' cost, and schedule of your project.
Preparing a publication for commercial printing takes
careful thought: both imagesetters and commercial
printing presses have inherent limitations, and it's
possible to create publications that are difficultto
print on either an imagesetter or a printing press. By
thinking of your design and production cycles as steps
in a larger process, you can make choices that will let
you work more efficientlyand help you achieve the
best printed results.
Before going to a commercialprinter with your
project, you need to evaluate your skills,your schedule, and your equipment to determine what tasks you
will do and what services you will contract.

In addition to choosing a commercialprinter, you
may need to select a prepress service provider to
image color separations, scan continuous-tone art,
and trap and impose your publication. Several types
of vendors can provide these services: prepress houses
and color trade shops; color-capableimagesetting
service bureaus; and commercialprinters. Shop for
vendors who are willing to answer your printing
questions, and ask to see samples of their work.
Accurate film separations are critical since they
determine the quality of your color output, so select
a separation facility carefully.
Choose your vendors early, and involve them in upfront decision making. Review your rough design
ideas with them, discuss any potential printing problems, and always identifywho will be responsible for
prepress tasks.
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The newsletter is printed with one ink (usually
black), photographs are recognizablebut may lose
some detail from the original, and the paper stock
is a standard Qpe always kept on hand. The piece
is designed to be read and eventually replaced
with the next edition.
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CHOOSING PREPRESS TASKS
One of the most difficult decisions regarding a project
to be printed is how much work you will do fiom the
desktop. With the expanding range of desktop publishing tools able to accomplish prepress tasks,the
temptation is to do many of the tasks yourself. But
each prepress task that can be done on the desktop
requires skill, time, and equipment you may not have
or want to acquire.
Your relationship with your printer can also affect
your decision on which prepress tasks you do. If you
intend to exercise a large amount of control over the
publication, and assume the responsibility for the
quality of the film separations, you may choose to do
all the prepresswork yourself and deliver a final file to
your prepress service provider. If you want your service provider to be able to make changes to your publication, discussprepress requirements with your
service provider and hand off the required 6les.
Accomplishingprepress tasks can be easy with professional-quality software,but acquiring the skill and
experience to do them takes time. If you are new to
commercial printing, it may be worthwhile for you to
pay a prepress professional to do the prepress work.
As you gain experience, consider investing in training
and equipment so you can eventually do more
prepress work yourself.
Be prepared to accept the responsibility for the tasks
you take on. Although you can save money doing
your own prepress work, you can &so pay more
money to fix your mistakes. Regardless of which
prepress tasks you do, clarifying requirementswith

m

rTALKING WITH YOUR COMMERCIAL PRINTER

d

Once youhave chosen sprinter, discussthe specifics
of your project. Paper stock quality, paper coating,
and ink types effect the color q d t y of your final
publication.Your design and the colors you choose
can influenceyour printer's recommendation.Also
discuss the following:
Your project bu

The number of copies

Obtain information from your printer:

Any recommendations,such
type, or special inks

I

Whether anymaterials,such as a er stock or
specialinks, must be ordered

P9

m

0

Ifyou can save moneyby makingminor changesto
5y
your publication &r mqairements
v
The appropriatescreen d i n g (lpf)to use

Rw

very important For the inside pages, Mirelez chose a
premium paper stock that was natural in color and very
smooth to the touch. This was contrastedby his selection of an industrial-typeuncoated paper stock for the
cover and a rough, heavy card stock for the binding,
Mirelez chose to work with a prepress service provider
recommendedby his kent. Mirelez worked very
doselywiththe service provider to make sure that
detailswere handled correctly. The prepress service
provider scanned4-by-5-inch transparenciesof the
gallery artwork on a Scitexscanner. The other graphics
were scanned usinga desktop scanner, imported into
Adobe Photoshop for retouching and manipulation,
and then placed in PageMaker. The scanned art was
printed at a very fine screen ruling (200 lpi ) to capture
the detail.
Mirelezworks with several commercialprinters. He
chooses the commercialprinter based on the requirements of the job. For example, he may work with one
commercialprinter for a two-color job and a Merent
one for a four-color process job. According to W e z ,
a good rapport with his printers ensures the successof
the projects.

,

he way you create your publication is not
onlycriticalto the success of your design-it
affects the way your publication prints,
both to an imagesetterand on a commercialpress.
Careful planning can save you money and time. Paying attentionto certain tasksup 6ont will keep your
project on scheduleand withinbudget, and is cheaper
and easier than making correctionslater.

This chapter covers the issues involved in creating
a digital publication for commercialprinting, such
as creating page layouts that avoid typical printing
pitfalls, choosingthe best graphic format, and compensating for misregistration using overprintingor
trapping.
When properly assembled, a publication will print
correctly and require less rework for you and your
vendors.

SPECIFYING COLORS
Colors in your digital document need to be reproduced
by printing ink on paper. Spot colors are reproduced
with pre-mixed inks, while process colors are reproduced with cyan,magenta, yellow, and black inks.
While spot inks are nearly opaque, process inks are
translucent.

In most cases, avoid specifyingcolors based on the
way they appear on your monitor. For the most predictable results, choose colors from a color-matching
system. Color-matching systemsare developed with
rigorous specifications; commercialprinters who
license a color-matching system agree to maintain the
specified color standards to produce consistent color.
Work with your commercialprinter to choosethe
appropriate color-matching system for yourjob.
When creating art to import into Adobe PageMaker,
use an illustrationprogram, such as Adobe Illustrator,
that supportsthe same color-matching systemsthat
you use in your publication. This ensures that your
illustrationswillmatch any additional elements
created with the same colors used in your publication.
If possible, naming the colors in your illustration
exactly asyou name them in your PageMaker publication saves steps when you output your publication
from PageMaker. When you define process colorsin
your illustration,make sure that they are defined with
the same component percentages as the p r o a s colors
in PageMaker.
Whether you use spot colors, processcolors, or a
combinationof both in your publication depends on
your budget, the purpose of the publication, the type
of page elementsyou use, and how your d e s k will be
reproduced. A balanced approach to color printing
helps ensure acceptableresults. Use the following
guidelinesto determinewhat colors are suitable for
your publication.

Use spot colors when

You need three or fewer colors and you will not be
reproducingprocess-color photographs.
You want the limited color variety you get from one
or two spot colors and tints of those colors.
You want to print varnishes or special inks, such as
metallic, fluorescent, or pearlescent spot inks.
You want to print logos or other graphics elements
that require precise color matching.
Use process colors when

You need more than three colors in your design. In
general, printing with process inks costs less than
printing with three or more spot inks.

>

You want to reproduce scanned color photographs
or color artworkthat can only be reproducedwith
process colors.

I

I
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Use spot and process colon together when

Your publication requires five or more inks printed.
You can meet most publication requirementswith
six inks-four process inks and two spot inks.
printingwith more than six inks can be expensive
since it may require more press setup and more
than one runthrough the press.

I
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process inks
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Text with spot
color applied

WORKING WITH SPOT COLORS
Specifyinga spot color means that any page element
assigned that color will appear on the same color
separation.The color name you assign does not determine what ink will be used in printing, but naming
colors consistently lessens any confusion between you
e
When you submit
and your prepress s e ~ c provider.
your publication or separations to your commercial
printer,you specify which inkshould be used.

If you are alreadyprinting spot and process colors,
you can print with fewer plates if you convert spot
colors to their process-color equivalents. When convertinga spot color into a process color, be aware that
many spot colors cannot be reproduced accurately
with profess inks.Use a spot color to process color
conversion chart to determinethe bestprocess color
alternative,or ask your printer for suggestions. If
possible, print a test publication using the converted
colors before the final printing.

we
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Varnishesare used to protect a page, create a special
effect, or accentuate photographs or display type.
A flood varnish is applied to the entire area of the
publication, and a spot varnish is applied only to a
specific area.
Specifya spot varnish just as you would a spot color.
Set spotvarnishes as a spot color that will overprint
and design a silhouetteof the image or text to be
coated. Ifthe silhouettecannot be created in Adobe
PageMaker, you can create it in Adobe Illustrator.
Consultyour vendors to determine their requirements for specifyinga varnish.
Avoid using tints of spot colors for small type or hairlines. The dot pattern required to produce a light tint
often cannot accuratelyrepresent smalltext or lines,
and the line or text will appearbroken. For best results,
use a single, solid color inkto print hairline rules and
small text.

separate an

invaluable tool

WORKING WITH PROCESS COLORS
Process wlors are printed using all four process inks
in a precise halftone pattern to create the illusion of
full wlor. To achieve predictable printed results,
always use the CMYK (cyan,magenta, yellow, and
black) values provided on printed wlor chartsto
specify process colors, or select colors from Qneof the
process-color libraries.
Because process black is translucent and printing
presses cannot lay large areas of solid ink smmtbly,
the addition of another process color is o h h&cial. Rich black combinesprocess black ink with one
or more of the other process inksto achiew a more
intense black. Use a rich black in areaswhere objects
would showthrough process black and cause it to
appear inconsistent.
Use a single, solid ink (suchas 10996 black or a dark
spot color) to print hairline d e s and small text Fiae
elementsprinted with two or more colors are di&dt
to print in register, and misregistmtion can make tbe
fine elements appear fuzzy.

Avoid creating process colorswith high inkconteats
Most printers recommend a maximum ink coverage
of 250%-320%, so that the paper doesn't become
oversaturatedand stretch, warp, wrinkle, or tear.
Oversaturationalso increasesthe likelihood of
misregistration.

Neurrnl rick black created
with IOO%K+20% C +
2O%M+rnY

wwtn rich bkick cr&

with

10096K+W%M

1
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spot colors in small type
rmdflne elementsproduce a
shaq edge.

BLEEDS
Printingan object to the edge of the finalprinted
piece requires aeatinga bleed. A bleed extends objeds
off the print area to ensure that when the printed
paper is trimmed duringthe finishing process, the
ink coverage extends to the edge of the paper. For
example, the colored bars on the side of each page
in this book required bleeds.
Constructingbleeds requires that you focus on
creating art from the perspectiveof the commercial
printer. The accuracyof the press and the trimming
equipment determinethe size of your bleeds. When
creating bleeds, avoid aligning objects exactly with
the edge of the page. Pages are not always precisely
trimmed at the trim marks.

1

You can extend most objects off the page to any
size bleed. Consultyour printer to determine the
optimum bleed size for your job.
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Adjuci the design so trimming
looks intentional

CROSSOVERS

I I

A crossover is a printed object that extends from one
page to the next. Because a single object is printed on
two sheets of papel the pages m u
aligned in the final ninted piece,
---"L.'

8-

Bindingmethods affect crossover psitian and
alignment An object that spansthe
to disappear when the pages are
to adjust the design accordingly.
gathered together for binding, some of the pages can
be pushed out slightly.This phenomenon, called ,
creep, can cause gaps or misalignmentbetween th'e ,, . ,
two parts of the crossover. Perfect-bound
tions usually have less crossover misalignment
saddle-stitchpublications. The center spread of a
saddle-stitchpublicationwill
because the two pages are be p
form, but adjacent pages closer to the cover may
misaligned. Follow these simple
crossover:
Avoid putting small textacross two pages.
becomes less legible as it approaches the
Avoid using thin rules in crossovers; they are very b, I ;,
difjicult to align.
~ 1 .! 8 l ( , mjimth'ndiag
I ' '
Positioning a crossover in your publication is important, especiallywhen the art is placed at an angle
across the gutter. Diagonal crossovers exaggerate
misalignment
I

I

.,.er binding

I

Consult your printer about imposing the
onto the same form so that the color and
age will be consistent for both pages. Printing page
on different forms can increase variations in color
spreads.
Culorshfi can occur when
mssoversptint on different
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rnidgnmont
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OVERPRINTING TO ACHIEVE SPECIAL EFFECTS

Overprinting-when inks are printed on top of each
other--can be used to create additional colors, special
effects, and silhouettes. Typically, when you produce
separationsfiom a document with overlapping objects,
the top objectsknock out any colorsbeneath them on
the other separations; overprintingleavesthe background colors so that all of the inks for the overlapping
objects print in the final piece.
Overprintingcolors with uncommon inks combines
the inkvalues in the overprinted color. For example,
ifa background color contains 50% C and the overprinted color has 60% M, the overprinted area will
consist of 50% C and 6096M.
When you overprint colors with shared inks
mon ink values are not combined. Instead, the ink
values of the overprinted color are used in the printed
color. For example, ifa background color contains
50% C and 0% M and the overprinted color contains
20% C and 60% M, the printed color where the colors
overlap will contain 20% C and 60% M.

Overprinting is also used to spw'fymmishes.Varnishes,
which can be used to emphasize displaytext or to
enhance images, can be treated like a clear spot color
that is overprinted.

Talk with your commercialprinter before settinginks
to overprint since overprinting can increase the
amount of ink coverage on the page and may cause
problems on the press.
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OVERPRINTING TO COMPENSATE FOR MISREGISTRATION

In some situations, overprintingtext a d objectscan
be more e&xtivethan trappingwhen compensating
for misregistxation. For example, sometbmd
text and hairlines can be distortedby taypbg, Overprinting preserves the shapeof the object and ahe
legibility of the text.

Before overprintingfhe text and thin lines, ewlluate
whether misregistrationwill be more notkeble h
a possible variation in the line or tisit eo10~.&qi43
mind that your solution should provide t h e h a &traction between t
a
t (or line) and badcgmmd
should misregistration OCCU. Ask these quatkmw
evaluateyout situation:
If gaps appear due to misregistration, witl theybe
notidle?

Will the text change to an undesirable color if
overprinted on the background?

Will trapping distort the text characten?
Printingkeylinesaround imagesis a common use 1
overprinting. Tkooerprinted keylinecanhideaq
misreghation that o a m when the image is
Ask your prepress&a provider what keybe
to use.
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TRAPPING BASICS
When inks print out of register, gaps or color shifts

appear between the objects. Trapping compensates
for this misregistration by slightly expanding one
adjacent color into another.
Trappingrequires a thorough knowledge of color and
design, and an eye for determiningwhen trapping is
necessary. For example, process colors that share
sufEcient quantities of common inks don't require
trapping. An effectivetrap should compensate for
misregistration without distortingthe shapes of the
objects on the page.
A publication designed with several interactingspot
colors requirestrapping because the colors do not
ink A publication containingd
share a &on
process colorswithout common inksmay also
require trapping.

I

Not all color publications require trapping. Designs
that contain isolated areas of solid color don't need to
be trapped because there are no adjacent colors that
could show gaps if misregistration occurs. Overprinting thin black lines, smallblack text, and keylines can
compensate for misregistmtion, evenwhen these
objects appear on a colored background. Illustratiom
that make extensive use of black outlines, such as
cartoons or certainhighly s t y b d art, may therefore
require minimal trapping. Also, des* composed
entirelyofprocesscolors that share sdcient percentages of component inksdo not require trapping,
misregistration
would reveal the common inks
instead of an undesirable third color.
Page requiting trapping

E

Chokes and spreads

A spread traps a light foreground object to a dark
background. A choke traps a light background to a
dark Eoreground object. Because the darkeroftwe
adjacent colors defines the visible edge ofthe object
or text, spreading the lighter color slightly& the
darker color maintainsthe visual edge.
A solid color object that overlaps both a li&ter

ad

darker background requires both spreads and chokes
applied for effective trapping.

rn

Choke

Trapping process colors

Process colorsthat share sufficient percentages of
component inks don't require trapping because I&registration reveals a color that's simiIar ta each a
r
E
h
adjacent colors. In the example shown here, the flmi
two colors share sufficientpercentages of common
inks so that misregistration reveals a color that isnk
visually distracting. However, the second two colaxs
require trapping because they contain compon@ h&
percentages that differ enough to reveal a third da
when the plates misregister. When adjacent mlw
each contain a signscantly greater percentage of w
component ink, a trap is usually required. Conva*,
if all ink values in one color are greater than t h m in
the other color, a trap is not necessary.

I
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These colors don't share sufficientpercentagarofcomponent
inks, sopo* regimation rewafs
a noticeable third color.

Rich blacks require a trapping techniquecalled a
keepaway. B e mdercolor-the prwess inks midto
make a rich black-is made slightlyderthan the
black area so that misregistration doematr e d t in a
tiny iiinge of color. Should the inks misregister, the
undercolor is covered by the black area.
The undercolorof a rich black
is pulled awayfiom the
edge.. .

so that when misregistration
occurs, the undercolorwill not
show.

TRAPPING OPTIONS

Desktop computer software provides a range of
solutions for trapping. Decide how much trapping
you can do, and what applicationsyou have that trap.
Each application has strengths and weaknesses that
you need to evaluate before trapping. For more information on trapping using Adobe PageMaker or
Adobe Illustrator, see the user guides for these
programs.
You can trap most illustrations in the originating
application, or you can choose to trap an entire
publication, including imported art,with dedicated
trapping softwarelike Adobe TrapWise. Dedicated
trapping software gives you more control over trap
color and placement, and allows you to trap more
elements in your publication. Work with your
prepress service provider to choose the best solution.
Follow these tips for choosing a trapping solution:
Apply traps in PageMaker when your publication
does not have imported artwork that requirestrapping.
Art that uses opaque or metallic inks may have
different trapping tolerances than other artwork in
your publication. PageMaker and TrapWise allow
you to control trapping for these inks. Consult your
commercialprinter if you are using opaque or
metallic inks.

The complexity of an imported illustration can
determinewhich application to use. TrapWise
efficientlytraps complex artwork containing gradients and many overlappingcolors.

1

Object
overlapping image

Object abutting
graduated fill

Note:Avoid resizinggraphics in PageMaker that have
been trapped in another application. The trap widths
will scale and will no longer be suitableforprinting.
Imported EPS
(Encapsulated
Postscript) illustration

be lllustrato~
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Traps PagWker-created objects

Traps %geMtakerSEP and
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EPS files.
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Automatically traps overlapping
PageMaker objects when needed.
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trap to the image.

Cannot trap

Cannot trap.

Automatically traps PostScnpt
files or EPS files that contain

SCANNING CONTINUOUS-TONE ART
Color and grayscale bitmap images must be screened
before they are printed. When printing with traditional halftone screens, many printer dots are used to
represent one pixel. You need to calculate the scanning resolution that creates a bitmap that works efficiently. For more information, see "Bitmap Image
and Output Resolution" on page 16.
Before you scan, determine the quality requirements
for your publication, and choose a scanning method
based on these requirements. Decide if the image will
be used in other publications, or if it will need to be
enlarged for other purposes. If you plan to reduce or
enlarge the scanned image, keep in mind that the new
image may lack the quality of the original scan. Base
your scanning resolution on the largest estimated size
of the final image.
To determinethe best scanning resolution, you also
need to know if your bitmap images will be reproduced using frequencymodulation (FM) screening
or conventional halftone screening. The resolution to
use when reproducing images using FM screening
depends on the FM screen you use. Ideally,you want
to produce an FM dot that is close to the minimum
sue that your printing press can print consistently.
If you scan images that willbe reproduced with FM
screening, scan at sllghtly above a comparable halftone screen ruling that would be used with your final
output device.

If you use traditionalhalftone screeningfor color
and grayscale bitmap images that will print at their
original size, a conservative approach for calculating
scanning resolution is to simply double the screen
ruling of your output device to get the desired image
resolution. For example, if the screen ruling is 150
lines per inch (lpi), the desired image resolution
would be 300ppi. Keep in mind, however, that images
scanned at high resolutions require more disk storage
space than images scanned at low resolutions.
To determine the optimal scanning resolutionwhen
p u p b to resize the image, measure the original
image, and determine the final size of the printed
image. With this information, and the suggested
meen &g, use the following formula to determine
the desired image resolution:

final
image height
original
image height

desired
x screen x 2 = image
resolution
ruling

Regardless of the screening method, scan line art at
the output device resolution if the output device resolution is less than 1200dots per inch (dpi). Scanning
at a higher resolution than 1200pixels per inch (ppi)
will not improve the appearance of the line art.
mul@&it by

the screen ruling.

I

Overscanning

Some images can be scanned at resolutions less than
twice the output screen ruling. Images that do not
contain geometric patterns, repeated patterns and
textures, or straight lines can be scanned from 1.5 to 2
times the screen ruling.
- In this example, despite one
image having a larger file size and higher scanning
resolution, the printed quality of the two images is the
same. Scanningat a higher resolution produced a
larger file without improving the quality of the final
image. The image scanned at the lower resolution
rrsquires less disk space and takes less time to print,
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250ppi
streerr ruIin9: 133 loi
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Scan resolution: 400pp
File size: 116Sk
h e e n rulin9: 133 b i
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Tips for working with bitmap images

Saveyour scanned image in EPS or TIFF format if
you work on both the Macintosh and Windows
platforms.
To save screen ruling settings in your bitmap image
file, use an image-editingapplication, such as
Adobe Photoshop, to set the screen ruling and save
the image as an EPS file.
Rotating or transformingimported bitmap images
in PageMaker causes longer print times because
the output device must calculate the rotation when
your publication is being imaged. To shorten
imaging time, crop and rotate bitmap images in an
image-editingprogram before importing them into
PageMaker.
To save imaging time, convert RGB TIFF images to
CMYK TIFF images in an image-editingapplication
before placing them in PageMaker, or separate the
files in PageMaker before printing. For more information, see the Adobe PageMaker User Guide.

75ppi

-l--r

150ppi

200pi

300ppi

Different sutnned resolutionsprinted with a mruling
of 175 Ipi.

SIMPLIFYING ILLUSTRATIONS

The complexityof an illustrationcan dramatically
affect how it images on an output device. Creating
illmtmtiom effiaentlpin Adobe Illustrator, or other
vector-based software programs, reduces imaging
time andimagingerrors. mcient illustration techniques reduce the amount of memory and time
needed to image apublication. These techniques can
also contribute to smaller files,faster screen redraw,
and easier editing.
Prepress serviceproviders may charge extra to image
a file that takes longer than a standard time to output,

Paths in illustrations p

Although converting display type to outlines does
not simplify an illustration,it can simplifyprinting an
illustrationfrom PageMaker. When an illustration
containstype that has been altered or manipulated
using fills, rotations, or transformations,converting
the type to outlineswill prevent the output device
from having to download the font used. Be aware that
converting type to outlines may slightly change the
character shape. Avoid converting small
to outlines because the type may become unreadable.

Tips for simplifying illustrations

Avoid multiple graphic or text &eds in a single
object. Rotating and transforming a bitmap image
and masking it with a complex path will cause the
object to print slowly.
Delete any object you can't see in preview made,
AU objects on printing layers processwhen yoa
print, even ifthey are hidden behind other objects.
Optimum flatness values depend on the complexity
of the paths you have created and the output resalution. S e the user guide for your sofimrep r o m

Crop and rotate illustrationsbefore
:=to-~a~e~alcer.

I

I I

Hi&erjlatness vdm muse objech to print@@.
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Simplif?edpathsprint faster.

Use text on a path sparingly.
Limit the number of typefaces.
Limit the number of gradients and patterns.
Avoid rotating, scaling or skewingpatterns; create
them at the size and angle that they will print
&itmapimagesprintfaster when rotated in an image-editing
appkthn wore thq are fmparted.

These illulilmrions h
k identical, but the one on the right htu
been simplijid and.prints muchfaster.

COLOR MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

A color management system (CMS) is used to achieve

In some cases, you may not want to use a CMS. If the

that the colors on your monitor accuratelyrepresent

represents the color

into a device-independent color model, and then
mapping those colors ta the color gamut of another
device.
A CMS is most beneficialwhen designingpublications
for output deviceswith small color gamuts, such as
desktopprinters. The smaller the color gamut, the
more valuable it is to reconcile color gamut diierences with a CMS.

cation or an operatingsystem. An
CMS does not ensure color consis

When a CMS is d
versions, the bitmap
moa closely match t
A C M S w b e used

the colors in RGB

using different CMSs or if one ap
use a CMS.
service provider um a (34% discuss

your projectto be compatible with

CHOOSING A FONT FORMAT
Choosing the type of font to workwith is the tirst step
in making sure the type on your pages displays and
prints correctly. The two main font standards are
Postscript Type 1 and TrueType.
Competing font standardsmake selecting fonts an

When creating a publication with double-byte
characters, such as those found in Asian or Arabic
character sets, talkwith your prepress serviceprovider
to determine if the imagesetter can support the
double-byte font required.
For most &ent printing, choose a font that does
not have to be converted on your final output device,
adrd w .dyom font stardwd in your publication.

ing one type of font for displayingand proofing your
work and then using a diffirent font foi printing can
cause unpleasant surprises like different letter spacing
and h e endinas.

vector graphics-that can be scaled to any size, and
still remain sharp and smooth on any platform, or
output device.
TrueType fontswork well with non-PostSuipt and

quality of the conversion.TrueTypefontsretain their
qualitywhen scaled but may not support d € y p graphicalfeatures availablein PageMaker. Beatwe
Tml'ype fonts must be converted to Poskthipt to
render on a Postscript output device, manyprepress
serviceproviders don't support them.

Whatever h n t ~aandardyou choose, talk with your
preprms s m k e pil-avder a b u t the fan@ you intend
na~nttof the font, the company that
to use.-the
made thefont and vdwtbx the fonts are in Postscript
or TrueTMpe &matMake m e p a d your service

GRAPHIC FORMATS FOR PRINT PUBLISHING

The file format you choose for your graphics depends
on you workflow and final output. For information
about which formatsAdobe PageMaker and Adobe
Illustrator support, see the user guide for each software program.
The EPS (EncapsulatedPostscript) file format can
contain vector graphics or bitmap images. EPS is used
to transport PostScript information between programs
on the Macintosh and Windows platforms. These files
contain a screen preview, instructions for a PostScript
output device, and in some casesbitmap image data.
Adobe Illustrator saves artwork in EPS format; Adobe
PageMaker can create EPS files of a single publication's pages.
The TIFF" file format is used for storingblack-andwhite, grayscale, or color bitrnap images. There are
three common types of TIFF images: RGB TIFF
images store colors in the RGB color model; CMYK
TIFF images contain preseparated image data designed for printing color separatiow and CIE L*a*b
TIFFScontain bitmap image data stored in a deviceindependent color model. The TIFF format is used
for exchangingbitmap imagesbetween applications
on the Macintosh and Windows platforms.

Photo CD files contain bitmap images in several resolutions and are stored on a special CD in YCC format.
Photo CD files can store images from 35 mm, 70 mrn,
120 mm, and 4-by-5-inch filmformats. Photo CD is
an eBcient format for digitally storingphotographs
and slides.
Deskfop Color Separation (DCS) files are EPS files
that combine a low-resolution displayimage with
high-resolution data for color separations. DCS 1.0
files are ~ c s m p o of
d five parts-a low-resolution
file fdIphcement, and separationsfiles for cyan,
yeflow, and black. DCS 2.0 files support
spot color separations and can store all of the separatim in m e flle.

S
: 7.0file
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OPEN PREPRESS INTERFACE
Open Prepress Interface (OPT) is an extension of
the Postscript page-description language that lets you
design pages with low-resolution placeholder images
and replace the images with high-resolution images
when creating separations. When you use an application that supports OPI, your service provider can scan
your artwork, keep the high-resolution image, and
give you a low-resolution image to use in your publication. You do not need the large storage capacityor
fast processing speed required to store and edit highresolution TIFF images, which range in size fiom
several megabytes to 50 megabytes.
When working with an applicationthat supports
OPI, such as PageMaker, use low-resolutionTIFF
images to create a publication. You or your service
provider can generate a PostScript file; OPI comments
in the Postscript file specifythe page, placement, size,
and cropping of any TIFF images in the file. Your
prepress service provider uses a prepress application,
such as Adobe' Color Central", that prints the
Postscript file, reads the OPI comments, and automatically substitutesthe high-resolutionversions of
the TIFF images before imaging separations. For
more information about preparing PageMaker files
for postprocessing applications, see the Adobe
PageMaker User Guide.

MANAGING LINKED GRAPHICS
Linking builds a reference to an image or illustration
file without including the file in a publication. This
space-savingtechnique is useful when you work with
large graphic files like bitmap images or EPS graphics.
When you linkto a graphic in Adobe PageMaker or
place an EPS file in Adobe Illustrator,the application
places a low-resolution version of the graphic in your
document as a placeholder for display. When you
print the document, the application locatesthe o r i w
graphic file on disk and uses it instead ofthe lowresolution version. Linking minimizes reduces yow
document file size, but if the original file cannot be&':
located, the low-resolution placeholder prints, pr&l
ably yielding disappointing resulq -7-F-:.
h' ;., ;page~akerand Illustratoridenhfy A ' a e s ding
their filenames and locations; therefore it's important
to keep track of your linked files. Organizeyour files
as you construct your document by setting up foldm
for your linked or placed art. Well-organized files
make the eventual hand-off to the prepress senrice
provider easier and can save time and money. Always
verify that linksare up-to-date before imaging a file.

dd

As an alternative to linking,bitmap images and illustrations can be stored within a document. When you
store a graphic in a document, a complete copy of the
graphic file is included in the document,thereby
increasingthe size of the file. The advantage of storing
graphics within a publication is that the high-resolution
version of the graphic is always availablewhen the
file is imaged. For more information on linking and
including placed files, see the user guide for your
software program.

"

.

"

roofing, preflight, and file hand-off are
three key steps in the final production
cycle. This chapter discusseshow these
tasks influence the success of your output.
Proofing lets you check your work and ensurethat
the final printed piece will meet your requirements.
It is appropriate to proof your publication at several
stages in your project and the proofing process should
be integrated into your workflow.
Preflight, a term that prepress professionals adapted
from aeronautics, refers to the process of stepping
through a systematic list of quality-controlchecks on
your publication before the final output stage. A pilot
performs a preflight check to verify that a plane is
airworthy and meets legal flight requirements;
performing a digital preflight checkletsyou verify
that a publication prints and meets your prepress
service provider's requirements.

Handing off your fle is a step in the publishing process
where communicationwith your prepress service
provider is critical. Recording the requirements,
settings,and files in a written report for your service
provider helps you organize files and serves as a
reminder of all special treatment areas in your publication. The location and organization of all your files,
including linked art and fonts, must be clear to your
serviceprovider for the hand-off to be successful.
Together, these steps ensure that your final output
will meet your expectations.When you check your

work as you create your publication and once again
before the final hand-off, you can catch most mistakes
before they require costly fixes late in the project.
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n-screen p r 2 e m lei you evaluate your pub;iebbn
iroughou't the design process. Calibrated monitors
sed Tn conjunction with a color management
offer a t'nbre reliable color disglay but are not a su
"Ate For more reliabk colol proofing methods,

Use to refine the appearance of text and to check the overag layout. Check to see that appropriate cqlors
have bwn assig& to ea& objea. Dom't rely on th&
on-screen appearance of colors to prwf your $dew:
colorsan the screen do not exactly match their final

SEPARATION-BASED PROOFS
Separation-basedproofs give you the best indication
of final output quality. Color density, accuracy, and
registration closely match the final printed output
because the color proofs are based on the film that
will be used to make the printing plates. Next to a
press proof, separation-based color proofs are the
most accurate proofs available, and are considered
the industry standard.
In general, the closer the proofing method mimics
the conditionsof the actual printing press, the more
expensiveit is and the more reliably it indicates the
final product's quality. For color work, plan to create
laminateproof. These proofs are often used as press
proofs to indicate to the commercialprinter the color
that you expect in the final document. Most color
proofing systems are for four-color publications, but
there are a few proofing systemsthat can proof highfidelity colors and spot colors. For spot colors, you
can also get a drawdown-a smear of ink produced on
the paper to be used-to verify quality and tone of a
spot color. Consult your vendors to see what proofing
options are available.
The finalstage of proofing is not only for checking
your work, but also for checking the printer's work.
Without a press proof, it may be difficultto settle
disputes with the printer about color quality. A proof
often serves as a guide for adjusting the press during a
press check.
Correction costs continue to incrkase after separations
are made; most changes to the publication require
that the filmbe reproduced after correctionsare made.
Errors discovered during a press check are the most
expensiveto fix if you have to fix the problem by reproducing &I and creating new printing plates. You
may also have to pay for press time that was scheduled.

are less reliable than laminate proofs for prooTmg
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HANDING OFF PILES TO A PREFRESS SERVI

Beforeyou b d sffP@geM&afile%younee&"&
knowwhat& bmtyourprepmtwvi~e~mpider

8

Pa~M&erformat

Post

BR

1

CABCKING FILM SEPARATIONS

Bright reflectedlight in the eyes s h d d have no dat

1

q

P
I

CHECKING RESS PROOFS
after you approve your
are made
film aad mwhted on a press.The
with the $ma inks and paper, and
e correct ink coverage

make-ready, is complete,
cationact printed and ma&

What to
Is the type dwp?Use a loupe to 1
doubledlint%,
h & e colors and type densityconsistentfiom one
end ofthe sheet to the other!

Is tbe color cerrect?Compare the press sheet to the
contract proof.

'm',r

.
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MmLEZ/RossINC.USEDLASERPROOPSand proofs from
a color copier to gain dient appro& for TheArtofbke
Gardan. Cromalins were produced for color wnee-

tion and composite color proofs were made af&
page to facilitatepositioning the art.The preservice provider color corrected the m e d !
and trapped the files. Mirelez checked page

~~

and artwork placement on bluelines.
Mirelez handed off his first electronicfile to his
prepress service provider--one large P t s M a h s @&
stored on a small, portable hard disk Tl& vm a &q
proposition for a designer accust~medta
layout boards where he could we tlre

kq$gW

Mirelez said he also took several other rkk las &$!
project, ranging fiom mixing c

o

r

]

.

t

~

puter graphicswith traditional p%inth@
to
untested method ofbookbinding.
TheArt ofthe Garden was the first g&tlmt& M h 4 e ~
produced with PageMaker, and be aid&&the
made it easy to work in. Mirelez

Thi5 abpisew

designersusing PageMaker: "Get to h a wthep r w
explore its capabilities.It does bee*thin@.*
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Additive color model 9
Adobe Color Central 59
Adobe Illustrator
creating art in 54-55
rnanaGg linked graphics in 60
simplifying illustrationsin 54-61
specifying colors in 40
trapping in 33, 50-51
Adobe PageMaker
managing linked graphics in 60
specifying cdors in 40
trapping in 50-51
Adobe Photoshop 12, 53
Adobe Presswise 24
Adobe lkapWue 33, 50-51
Binding 24
Bitmap image
converting RGB to CMMC 53, 56
cropping before importing 53
defined 14
managing links to 60
resolution of 16
rotating before importing 53
tonal range in 17
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Commercial printer
consdting 36
selecting 34-37
C o m m e d printing
inldng 21
offietting 21
platemaking 20
press check 66-67, 74
selecting vendors for 34-35
terminology 10-13
typesof 20-23
wetting 21
Composite proof 64-65
Continuous-tone art
defined 10
scanning 32, 52-53
Continuous-tone image 10
Contract proof 65, 66, 73
Creep 24, 45
Cropping bitmap images 53
Crossover 45

C o l o f ~ W t9

CoIrrrmwiagl~nzmsystem

(-1
1%56
Cola-m-pystem
40
Color m a 8* 9
Color prmf
check&$
73
compasite 64-65
contract 65, 66
~ e p a ~ & ~ ~ 66
~-hd
Color sep8~ation.s.See Separations
Color space 9
Colorvalue 8

DCS (Desktopcolor separation)file
format 58
Defining project requirements 30
Device profile 19, 56
Dim-digital printing 19
Dot gain 15
Drawdown 66

EPS (EncapsulatedPostScript) file 58
linking 60
simplifyingart in 54-55
File formats
for graphics 58
for hand-off 71
Film separations 12. See akio
Separations
Fixed costs 30
Flat 24
Flatness 54, 55
Flexography 22
Font format, choosing 57
Form 24
Frequency modulation (FM)
screening 18, 52
Gamut, color 9
GCR (gray-component replacement) 12
Gravure 22
Gray, shades of 17
Halftonecell 17
Halftone dot 10, 17
Halftone frequency 17
Halftone screen
defined 10
and moire patterns 15
and process colors 11
Hand-off 63
creating report for 68
file formats b r 71
organizing files for 71
High-fidelity color 18
Hue 8
Illustration techniques 54-55
Illustrations
managing linked 60
preparing for imaging 70
proofing 64-67
simplifying 54-55
specifying colors in 40
trapping 50-51

1maag
errors 54
preparing files for 70
reducing time for 54
Imposition 24
Ink
gray-component replacement
(GCR) 12
overprinting 46
undercolor removal (UCR) 12
Ink coverage, maximum 43
Inking 21
Keepaway 49
Keyline, overprinting 47
Knockout 13
Laminate proof 66
Lighmess 8
Linescreen. See Screen ruling
L i d graphics 60, 70
Lithography, offset 20-21
Make-ready 74
Managing
color 56
linked graphics 60
Matching color 11, 40
Metallic ink
proofing 73
trapping 50
Misregistration
compensating for 13, 47, 48-51
defined 15
of process colors 49
Model, color. See Color model
Moirdpattern 15, 18
Monitor gamut 9
Object
crossing pages 45
extending off page 44
Object-level overprinting 13
Object-oriented graphic 14
Offset lithography 20-21
Offsetting 21
On-screen preview 64-65
Open Prepress Interface (OPI)
Output resolution 16

Overlay proof 66
Overlay, spot-color 12
Overprinting
defined 13
keylines 47
to avoid trapping 47, 48
to create special effects 46
Oversaturation, ink 11, 43
Page creep. See Creep
PageMaker files
preparing for imaging 70
proofing 64-67
specifying color in 40-42
trapping 50-51
Paths
simplifyingin illustrations 55
Perfect binding 24
Photo C D a e 58
Pixel 14, 16
Platemaking 20
Postscript file 59, 71
Postscript Type 1 font 57
PPD (PostScript printer description)
file 70
Preflight 63, 70
Repress service provider, choosing 34-37
Prepress tasks 32
Press check 74
Press proof 66, 74
Printer resolution 17
Printing
black-and-white composites 64-65
bleeds 44
color composites 64-65
direct-digital 19
high-fidelity color 18
more than six inks 40
process colors. See Process color
screen angles. See Screen angle
thii rules 42, 43
Printing press 20-2 1
Process color
defined 11
gamut 9
specifying 40
trapping 49
working with 43

Project cost 30
Project planning 30
Project requirements
defining 30
quality 31
Proofing 63, 64-67
non-Postscript 65
press check 74
spot colors 66
using separation-basedproofs 66
Publication
choosing font formats 57
creating report for 68
defining requirements for 28-37
guidelines h r constructing 39-45
preparing for hand-off 70
proofing 64-67
scanning art for 52-53
specifyingcolors for 40
trapping 50-61
Publishing o v e ~ e w 28-29
Quality requirements 31
Rasterize 71
Reference color space 19
Registration. See Misregistration
Resolution 16, 53
Reviewing proofs. See Proofing
RGB color model 9
RGB image
converting to CMYK 53, 56
Rich black
detined 43
example 41
trapping 49
Rosette pattern 10, 15
Rotating bitmap images 53
Saddle-stitchbinding 24
Saturation, color 8
Scanning
continuous-toneart 52-53
determining resolution for 52-53
line art 52
Screen angle 10, I5
Screen frequency. See Screen rulii~g
Screen printing 23

Screenruling 17
and tonal range 17
and halftone cell size 17
and paper stock 17
and gS
resolution 52
Screening color 11
selec*

colors 40-42
prepress s&e providers 34-37
Separation-basedproo& 66
Separations
CheEkingaccwaq 72
defined 12
proofing 64-67
Shingling 24
Signature 24
Special effects
w ~ o v 48e ~ ~
Spotcolm 11
coweaing topracess 42
proofing 66
specifying 40
workingwith 42-43
Spot-color 0eparatk0ird 12
spot-coior ttat 11, e2:
Spotvarakh 42
Spread 49

Thenntqppb 23
TIFF image fi3, 1
Tint 11, 4-5
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b ~ t 50-51
s e
47, 48
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13
gradwadfills So
imp@111ustradons
50
pro- d o r s 49
publiedrians 550-1
rich blacks 49
Ttim marks 44, 73
TrueTypehnt 57
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UCR (undercolor removal) 12
Undercolor 49
Value, color 8
Variable costs 30
Varnish 42, 46
Vector graphic
defined 14
Vector graphic, simplifying 54-55
Vendors
consulting 36
selecting 34-37

Viewing
cbloxs on screen 8
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